HighlightsThe lifespan trajectory of resting and motor-related beta oscillations is unknown  These beta dynamics were examined in participants aged 9-75 years using MEG imaging  Resting beta levels and motor-related beta oscillations follow unique trajectories  The dynamic relationship between these two measures predicts motor performance
Introduction
Transient human movement is served by a specific pattern of neural oscillatory activity, particularly in the beta band (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) . Briefly, prior to and during movement, there is a strong decrease in beta activity relative to baseline levels, known as the peri-movement beta event-related desynchronization (ERD), which begins about 1.0 s before movement onset and dissipates shortly after movement concludes Engel and Fries, 2010; Gaetz et al., 2010; Wilson, 2015, 2016; Heinrichs-Graham et al., 2014b; Jurkiewicz et al., 2006; Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999; Wilson et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2011) . This response has been reliably associated with movement planning and execution (Doyle et al., 2005; Grent-'t-Jong et al., 2014; Heinrichs-Graham and Wilson, 2015; Kaiser et al., 2001; Tzagarakis et al., 2010) . Following the beta ERD, there is a strong resynchronization (above baseline levels), termed the post-movement beta rebound (PMBR), which extends from approximately 0.8 to 2.5 s after movement has stopped Gaetz et al., 2010; Heinrichs-Graham et al., 2014b; Jurkiewicz et al., 2006; Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999; Wilson et al., 2010; . During simple movements, these beta-band oscillations reliably peak in the precentral gyri bilaterally with stronger activity contralateral to movement, while more complex movements (and some simple movements) also induce activity in the supplementary motor area and bilateral premotor cortices, postcentral gyri, parietal cortices, and cerebellum Fry et al., 2016; Gaetz and Cheyne, 2006; Gaetz et al., 2010; Wilson, 2015, 2016; Heinrichs-Graham et al., 2014b; Jurkiewicz et al., 2006; Muthukumaraswamy, 2010; Wilson et al., 2010) .
Prior studies have shown that these movement-related oscillatory patterns change as a function of age (Gaetz et al., 2010; Rossiter et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2010) . For example, a magnetoencephalography (MEG) study of simple movements showed that the beta ERD becomes stronger (i.e., more negative relative to baseline) and the PMBR linearly increases from childhood to early A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T adulthood, with young children (aged 4 to 6 years) exhibiting little-to-no PMBR response (Gaetz et al., 2010) . Another MEG study showed a similar linear increase in beta ERD from early to late adulthood (Rossiter et al., 2014) . Interestingly, this study also found a significant age-related linear increase in spontaneous (i.e., no task) beta activity in the motor cortices (Rossiter et al., 2014) . Recently, our laboratory utilized MEG and a motor sequencing task to directly probe the relationship between spontaneous beta activity and motor-related oscillations in the context of healthy aging (HeinrichsGraham and Wilson, 2016) . Consistent with previous findings, we found that older adults exhibited an almost threefold increase in spontaneous beta power in the primary motor cortices, as well as significantly stronger beta ERD in the same regions compared to younger adults. Taken together, these studies provide substantial evidence that there are major neurophysiological changes that occur in the motor cortices throughout the lifespan.
Importantly, the aforementioned study from our laboratory also found a direct linear relationship between spontaneous beta power and peri-movement beta ERD power, such that with greater spontaneous (resting) beta, there was greater baseline-relative beta suppression (i.e., ERD) during movement. In addition, we found a significant relationship between baseline-relative beta ERD and movement duration, such that the greater the decrease in beta power relative to baseline levels, the longer the movement duration . This pattern of results suggests that spontaneous beta activity in the primary motor cortex and movementrelated beta ERD power are directly related, and that the relationship between these two measures affects motor performance (see Figure 1 ). This significant link between spontaneous and motor-related beta oscillatory activity also corroborated an earlier MEG study , which investigated the impact of time-of-day on motor-related oscillatory activity. This study found a linear increase in perimovement beta ERD power (i.e., more negative relative to baseline), coupled with a roughly proportional increase in spontaneous beta power, as a function of time of day . While not directly
investigated in this study, this pattern of results clearly suggested that the two neurophysiological measures were linked, as the stronger peri-movement beta ERD during movement appeared to be offsetting the increased spontaneous beta levels during both the baseline period and a separatelyacquired resting state recording .
While these and other studies have independently suggested that there is a unique change in beta oscillatory activity as a function of age and that these oscillatory measures are directly related, no study to date has looked at the nature of this relationship across the lifespan. Basically, studies have shown differences in movement-related beta activity from youth to adulthood (Gaetz et al., 2010) , while others have shown differences in beta activity from younger to older adulthood Rossiter et al., 2014) , but critically missing is the developmental trajectory of these measures from youth to late adulthood. Such information could provide invaluable data on functional brain maturation, and serve as a baseline by which pathology could be assessed. Furthermore, examining these responses across the lifespan would provide a powerful testbed for determining whether spontaneous beta levels are directly related to the strength of the beta ERD. In the current study, we used a complex motor sequence paradigm to study the relationship between spontaneous beta activity and movement-related beta oscillations in the motor cortices from preadolescence through late adulthood. We first sought to determine how spontaneous activity in the motor cortex and movement-related beta oscillations change as a function of age. Secondly, we aimed to examine the relationship between spontaneous beta activity and movement-related oscillations in the context of development and aging (Figure 1 ). We hypothesized that there would be unique developmental trajectories for both spontaneous and movement-related beta oscillatory responses. Further, we hypothesized that there would be a tight link between these responses, and that this relationship would mediate motor performance across the lifespan.
Material and Methods

Subject Selection.
A total of 57 males were enrolled in the study. We focused on males in this study due to several recent reports of sex differences in the aging brain (Scheinost et al., 2015; Shaw et al., 2016) . All participants were recruited from the local community. Data from the adults were included in another recent publication ; however, these data were fully re-analyzed as described below. Thus, all reported results, with the exception of the adult behavioral data, are unique to this publication. Exclusionary criteria included inability to perform the task, any medical illness affecting CNS function, neurological or psychiatric disorder, history of head trauma, current substance abuse, any medication known to affect CNS function, and the MEG Laboratory's standard exclusion criteria (e.g., dental braces, metal implants, battery operated implants, and/or any type of ferromagnetic implanted material). After complete description of the study was given to participants, written informed consent was obtained from the adult participants and parents of the youth participants, and informed assent was obtained from the youth participants, following the guidelines of the University of Nebraska Medical Center's Institutional Review Board which approved the study protocol. Six additional youth were recruited, but excluded from analysis due to our standard MEG exclusionary criteria (e.g., movement artifacts, inability to perform the task).
Experimental Paradigm and Stimuli.
During MEG recording, participants were seated in a nonmagnetic chair within the magneticallyshielded room, and each participant rested their right hand on a custom-made five-finger button pad. This response pad was connected such that each button sent a unique signal (i.e., TTL pulse/trigger code) to the MEG system acquisition computer, and thus behavioral responses were temporally synced with the MEG data. This allowed accuracy, reaction times (i.e., time between the cue to move and first button press), and movement durations (i.e., how long it took to complete the tapping sequence) in ms to be computed offline. Each participant first completed a motor sequencing task, during which they were instructed to complete a series of finger-tapping sequences as quickly and accurately as possible. During
the motor sequencing task, participants fixated on a crosshair presented centrally. After a sufficient baseline period of 3.75 s, a series of three numbers, each corresponding to a finger on the hand, was presented on the screen in black for 0.5 s. After 0.5 s, the numbers changed color, signaling the participant to tap the fingers corresponding to the motor plan sequentially. The participant was given 2.25 s to complete the motor plan and return to rest. This series of slides constituted one trial; Figure 2 depicts the total time course of a single trial, as well as the response pad used. A total of 10 practice trials prior to the recording (not analyzed) and 160 trials during the recording were completed. Following the motor sequencing task, participants completed six minutes of eyes-closed rest during each MEG session. Total MEG recording time was ~22 minutes (including both tasks).
MEG Data Acquisition & Coregistration with Structural MRI.
All recordings were conducted in a one-layer magnetically-shielded room with active shielding engaged. Neuromagnetic responses were sampled continuously at 1 kHz with an acquisition bandwidth of 0.1-330 Hz using an Elekta MEG system with 306 magnetic sensors (Elekta, Helsinki, Finland). Using MaxFilter (v2.2; Elekta), MEG data from each subject were individually corrected for head motion and subjected to noise reduction using the signal space separation method with a temporal extension (Taulu and Simola, 2006; Taulu et al., 2005) . For motion correction, the position of the head throughout the recording was aligned to the individual's head position when the recording was initiated. Each participant's MEG data were coregistered with high-resolution structural T1-weighted MRI data, prior to the application of source space analyses (i.e., beamforming), using BESA MRI (Version 2.0). These anatomic images were acquired with a Philips Achieva 3T X-series scanner using an eight-channel head coil (adult participants; TR: 8.09 ms; TE: 3.7 ms; field of view: 240 mm; slice thickness: 1 mm with no gap; in-plane resolution: 1.0 x 1.0 mm), and a 3T Siemens Skyra scanner using a 32-channel head coil (youth participants; TR: 24.0 ms; TE: 1.94 ms; field of view: 256 mm; slice thickness: 1 mm with no gap; in-plane resolution: 1.0 x 1.0 mm). The resolution and quality of the resulting images were similar across groups,
and ultimately were used only for coregistration of structural and functional data. The structural volumes were aligned parallel to the anterior and posterior commissures and transformed into standardized space.
After beamformer analysis, each subject's functional images were also transformed into standardized space using the transform that was previously applied to the structural MRI volume and spatially resampled.
MEG Preprocessing, Time-Frequency Transformation, & Sensor-Level Statistics.
Prior to analysis, all MEG data were corrected for head motion, subjected to noise reduction using the signal space separation method with a temporal extension (Taulu and Simola, 2006) , and coregistered to structural MRI. Cardio-artifacts were removed from the data using signal-space projection (SSP), which was accounted for during source reconstruction (Uusitalo and Ilmoniemi, 1997) . The continuous magnetic time series was divided into epochs of 5.8 s duration, with 0.0 s defined as movement onset (i.e., first button press; -2.0 s to 3.8 s, 0.0 s = movement onset, -1.8 to -1.2 s baseline). Only correct trials were used for analysis. Epochs containing artifacts were rejected based on a fixed threshold method, supplemented with visual inspection. Following artifact rejection, the average number of trials was initially 118.39 (SD: 7.46) for youth, 131.44 (SD: 5.97) for young adults, and 130.24 (SD: 5.91) for older adults. However, this difference was significant between groups, F(1,48) = 20.061, p < .001, such that youth had significantly less correct, artifact-free trials than young, t(32) = 5.298, p < .001, and older adults, t(33) = 5.309, p < .001.
Such differences in the number of accepted trials can cause signal-to-noise ratios to be different between groups, and thus bias later stages of the analysis (e.g., beamformer images). To ameliorate this concern, the number of accepted trials in the young and older adult groups were reduced, such that there was no longer a difference in the number of correct trials used in the subsequent analyses between groups, F(2,48) = 0.378, p = .687. Artifact-free epochs were then transformed into the time-frequency domain using complex demodulation (resolution: 2.0 Hz, 25 ms) and the resulting spectral power estimations per sensor were averaged over trials to generate time-frequency plots of mean spectral density. These sensor-
level data were normalized by dividing the power value of each time-frequency bin by the respective bin's baseline power.
The specific time-frequency windows used for imaging were determined by statistical analysis of the sensor-level spectrograms across the entire array of gradiometers. Each data point in the spectrogram was initially evaluated using a mass univariate approach based on the general linear model. To reduce the risk of false positive results while maintaining reasonable sensitivity, a two stage procedure was followed to control for Type 1 error. In the first stage, one-sample t-tests were conducted on each data point and the output spectrogram of t-values was thresholded at p < 0.05 to define time-frequency bins containing potentially significant oscillatory deviations across all participants. In stage two, time-frequency bins that survived the threshold were clustered with temporally and/or spectrally neighboring bins that were also below the (p < 0.05) threshold, and a cluster value was derived by summing all of the t-values of all data points in the cluster. Nonparametric permutation testing was then used to derive a distribution of clustervalues and the significance level of the observed clusters (from stage one) was tested directly using this distribution (Ernst, 2004; Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) . For each comparison, at least 10,000 permutations were computed to build a distribution of cluster values. Based on these analyses, time-frequency windows that corresponded to events of a priori interest (e.g., the peri-movement beta ERD) and contained a statistically significant oscillatory event across all participants were subjected to the beamforming analysis (i.e., -0.2 to 0.4 s, 16-26 Hz, movement onset = 0.0 s).
MEG Imaging & Virtual Sensor Extraction.
Cortical networks were imaged through an extension of the linearly constrained minimum variance vector beamformer (Gross et al., 2001; Hillebrand et al., 2005; Van Veen et al., 1997) . MEG preprocessing and imaging used the Brain Electrical Source Analysis (BESA version 6.1) software. 
were then averaged across participants in each group individually, and coordinates corresponding to the peak responses were identified. We then extracted virtual sensors for the peak voxel of these responses, which corresponded to the left and right precentral gyri. To create the virtual sensors, we applied the sensor weighting matrix derived through the forward computation to the preprocessed signal vector, which yielded two time series for each coordinate in source space and we used the time series with the maximal response for our analyses (Gross et al., 2001) . Note that this virtual sensor extraction was done per participant, once the coordinates of interest (i.e., one per cluster) were known. Virtual sensors were extracted from the eyes-closed rest data using the same coordinates and computational method. Once these virtual sensors were extracted, absolute spontaneous beta activity values (during the eyes-closed rest recording), and absolute and relative (to baseline) beta activity values during movement were computed and subject to statistical analyses.
Results
A total of 18 healthy youth (mean age: 11.33 (SD: 1.61) years, range: 9-14 years), 16 healthy younger adults (mean age: 28.31 (SD: 5.44) years, range 20-42 years) and 17 healthy older adults (mean age: 65.41 (SD: 7.09) years, range 54-75 years) were able to successfully complete the motor task. Oneway ANOVAs probing group differences in accuracy, reaction time, and movement duration were each significant (accuracy: F(2,48) = 11.006, p < .001; reaction time: F(2,48) = 13.633, p < .001; movement duration: F(2,48) = 10.600, p < .001). Follow-up t-tests showed no significant difference in accuracy between young and older adults, t(31) = 0.237, p = .814, but youth were significantly less accurate than both young, t(32) = 3.467, p = .002, and older adults, t(33) = 3.909, p < .001. There was no difference in reaction time between young and older adults, t(31) = 0.712, p = .482. However, like accuracy, youth had significantly slower reaction time than young, t(32) = 4.358, p < .001, and older adults, t(33) = 3.401, p = .002. Finally, there was a difference in movement duration between young and older adults, t(31) = 4.945, p < .001, and younger adults and youth, t(32) = 3.537, p = .001, with the older adults and youth both
executing sequences significantly slower than young adults. Youth and older adults did not significantly differ in movement duration, t(33) = 1.250, p = .220. Behavioral results are shown in Figure 3 . To control for behavioral differences between groups, MEG data analyses were synced with movement onset in each trial and all analyses were focused on the time window preceding and during the early stages of movement execution.
MEG Sensor-level Results.
Sensor-level time-frequency spectrograms were statistically examined using nonparametric permutation testing to derive the precise time-frequency bins for follow up beamforming analyses. The results showed significant beta ERD in gradiometers near the left and right sensorimotor cortices in each group, which extended from approximately 0.5 s before movement onset until about 0.9 s after movement onset in the 16-26 Hz range (0.0 s = movement onset; p < 0.001; corrected). A significant resynchronization (i.e., PMBR) in the same 16-26 Hz band was detected during the 1.1 to 2.5 s time window (0.0 s = movement onset) in roughly the same gradiometers (p < 0.001; corrected). The timefrequency windows for the beta ERD and PMBR are in broad agreement with many previous studies Engel and Fries, 2010; Fry et al., 2016; Gaetz et al., 2011; Gaetz et al., 2010; HeinrichsGraham et al., 2017a; Wilson, 2015, 2016; Heinrichs-Graham et al., 2014b; Houdayer et al., 2006; Jurkiewicz et al., 2006; Kaiser et al., 2001; Parkes et al., 2006; Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999; Reyns et al., 2008; Salenius et al., 1997; Salmelin et al., 1995; Tzagarakis et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2011) .
Source Imaging & Voxel Time Series Results.
The time window corresponding to the maximum beta ERD response (-0.2 to 0.4 s), and a window of equal bandwidth and duration from the baseline period (-1.8 to -1.2 s), was imaged using a linearlyconstrained minimum variance beamformer to derive the spatial location of significant beta ERD activity for subsequent virtual-sensor analysis. We then extracted virtual sensors (voxel time series) for the peak
voxel of these responses. Peak peri-movement beta ERD responses were located bilaterally within the precentral gyri in each group, and are shown with group-averaged virtual sensor spectrograms in Figure   4 . Figure 5 . Spontaneous beta power in the motor cortices. Beta power during eyes-closed rest was extracted from the voxels of the left and right precentral gyri that were identified in the motor task. Average power (in nAm 2 ) is shown on the y-axis, while region is identified on the x-axis. Youth are shown in green, young adults are shown in blue, and older adults are shown in red. As shown, spontaneous beta activity was much stronger in older adults compared to youth and young adults. Youth also exhibited greater activity than young adults. Error bars denote SEM. *p < 0.001
In order to ensure that these baseline levels during the movement task were not artificially high due to unequal contamination by the PMBR in any group or hemisphere, we compared baseline beta power with spontaneous beta power using a mixed-model ANOVA, with task (eyes-closed rest, motor baseline) and hemisphere (left, right) as within subjects factors, and group as a between-subjects factor.
This analysis can be found in the Supplementary Material (S1). In short, beta power at rest and baseline beta power during the movement task were not significantly different; thus, we are confident that differences in baseline power between groups during the task were not due to contamination by the PMBR.
3.3.2 Baseline-relative beta power during movement. Group differences in the mean perimovement beta ERD power during the -0.2 to 0.4 s time period were assessed using the virtual sensor data from the left and right precentral gyri, and a mixed-model ANOVA with hemisphere (left, right) as a within-subjects factor, and group (youth, young adult, older adult) as a between-subjects factor. There was a significant main effect of group, F(2,48) = 29.306, p < .001, and hemisphere, F(1,48) = 9.234, p = .004. There was no significant hemisphere-by-group interaction, F(2,48) = 0.186, p = .831. Follow-up testing of the hemisphere effect showed greater beta ERD power (i.e., more negative relative to baseline) in the left compared to the right precentral gyrus across participants, t(50) = 3.104, p = .003, which was expected given that the task was performed with the right hand. Follow-up testing of the group effect revealed that older adults had significantly stronger baseline-relative beta ERD power in the left and right
precentral gyri compared to younger adults, t(31) = 5.242, p < .001, and youth, t(33) = 8.770, p < .001.
There was no significant difference in beta ERD power between youth and younger adults, t(32) = 1.210, p = .235 ( Figure 6 ; Table 1 ).
Absolute beta power during movement.
Absolute beta power during the same -0.2 to 0.4 s period was also extracted from the left and right precentral gyri, and group differences were assessed using another mixed model ANOVA with the same factors (hemisphere and group). This analysis revealed a significant effect of group, F(2,48) = 39.917, p < .001, as well as a significant hemisphere-by-group interaction, F(2,48) = 4.260, p = .020. There was no significant effect of hemisphere, F(1,48) = 0.382, p = .539. Follow-up t-tests showed significant differences in absolute beta power during this time period between all groups in the left precentral gyrus, youth vs. young adults: t(32) = 5.836, p < .001; youth vs. older adults: t(33) = 5.233, p < .001; young vs. older adults: t(31) = 8.255, p < .001. The same was true for the right precentral gyrus, youth vs. young adults: t(32) = 7.110, p < .001; youth vs. older adults: t(33) = 3.754, p = .001; young vs. older adults: t(31) = 6.570, p < .001 ( Figure 6 ; Table 1) .
Notes: OA = older adults; YA = young adults;
For the peri-movement beta ERD, a stronger response means more negative (relative to baseline) Beta ERD comparisons were made across hemisphere, as there was no hemisphere-by-group interaction
Relationships between measures.
A curve estimation analysis was performed to determine the nature of the relationship between age and physiology. Briefly, while differences between groups were found on almost every beta metric, a curve estimation analysis provides a measure of the best-fit line from data across the lifespan. In other words, it statistically confirms and/or clarifies the trajectory of age-related differences in beta activity using age as a continuous variable. The curve estimation analysis between spontaneous beta power in the left precentral gyrus and age determined that this relationship was quadratic in nature, F(2,47) = 27.234, p < .001, r 2 = .537, and a similar quadratic relationship was found between age and spontaneous beta power in the right precentral gyrus, F(2,47) = 18.862, p < .001, r 2 = .445. Quadratic relationships were also found between absolute beta power during movement and age in the left and right precentral gyri, left: such that with increased age, there was a stronger (more negative relative to baseline) beta ERD response bilaterally ( Figure 6 ).
Next, correlations between neurophysiological and behavioral measures were performed, controlling for age. All p-values were corrected for multiple comparisons using the false-discovery rate (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) . There was a significant relationship between movement duration and absolute beta power during movement in the left precentral gyrus, r(47) = .415, p = .012, as well as the right precentral gyrus, r(47) = .429, p = .012, such that the greater the absolute beta power during movement, the greater the movement duration, regardless of age. There was also a significant relationship between reaction time and absolute beta power during movement in the right precentral Given the unique patterns of spontaneous and baseline-relative beta power and age, coupled with the significant relationship between absolute beta power during movement, we hypothesized that movement performance may be governed by both spontaneous beta levels in the motor cortices, and the capacity of the motor cortex to compensate for differences in spontaneous beta levels by desynchronizing to a specific threshold. In order to test this hypothesis, we ran two, two-stage stepwise hierarchical regressions on the left and right precentral gyri individually, using movement duration as the dependent variable and age as a regressor at the first stage in both regressions, then adding left or right spontaneous beta power and baseline-relative beta ERD as regressors in the second stage, respectively. Interestingly,
we found that left precentral spontaneous beta activity and beta ERD, together but not individually, significantly predicted movement duration, above and beyond the effects of age. This analysis can be found in the Supplementary Information (S2).
Discussion
The current study examined how the relationship between spontaneous beta levels and movement-related beta oscillatory activity was modulated by age in healthy participants aged 9-75 years.
We found significant differences in spontaneous beta and movement-related beta oscillations between the three age groups. Interestingly, distinct patterns emerged depending on whether the analysis focused on absolute or baseline-relative beta activity during movement. Curve estimation analyses confirmed a quadratic relationship between spontaneous beta activity and age, such that spontaneous beta power in the motor cortices initially decreased from youth to early adulthood, and then drastically increased from early to late adulthood. The same pattern emerged between absolute beta activity during movement and age. In contrast, there was a linear decrease in baseline-relative beta activity during movement (i.e., stronger beta ERD) as a function of age. Moreover, we found that absolute beta power during movement uniquely correlated with movement duration, such that the higher the absolute beta power before and during movement, the longer the movement duration, controlling for age. Below, we discuss the implications of these results for understanding the functional roles and unique relationships between measures of beta oscillatory activity during motor performance, especially across the lifespan.
Perhaps our most surprising results were the differences in the lifespan trajectories of spontaneous and movement-related beta oscillatory activity, where spontaneous (resting) beta showed a quadratic relationship with age, while baseline-relative beta ERD power showed a linear relationship.
We suggest that the quadratic relationship between spontaneous power and age may reflect different aspects of brain maturation. Basically, cortical thickness studies have shown that thinning in the motor cortices starts to taper-off between 9 and 10 years old (Shaw et al., 2008) , with some research estimating
that this process asymptotes at around 14 years old (Vandekar et al., 2015) . During this time, spontaneous beta activity may also begin to become more "optimized," such that the motor cortices become less active at rest, perhaps indicative of greater neuronal efficiency. During early adulthood, a time of optimal brain health and behavior, this spontaneous activity was at its minimum. Finally, during late adulthood, there is an decreased efficiency of neural circuits (for a review, see (Antonenko and Floel, 2014) ), and this may result in an increase in spontaneous activity. Unfortunately, we can only speculate on the cellular physiology and micro-structural underpinnings of this pattern of motor activity, and future studies in animal models are likely needed to understand the basic mechanisms. As mentioned previously, prior work has shown a linear increase in beta ERD responses during movement as a function of age, with children exhibiting very little relative deviation from baseline levels compared to young adults (Gaetz et al., 2010) , and with young adults showing a fraction of the beta suppression observed in older adults Rossiter et al., 2014) . However, this pattern of movement-related beta ERD has always been computed relative to baseline levels. Thus, the quadratic relationship that we found between spontaneous beta power and age complicates any interpretation of baseline-corrected beta ERD values between the age groups in this and other studies.
One interpretation of this distinct pattern between spontaneous and movement-related beta trajectories is that with increased age, there is an increased dynamic range of beta activity in the primary motor cortices during movement, which may be beneficial in the presence of increased, and potentially "sub-optimal" spontaneous beta levels. A schematic of this hypothesis is shown in Figure 7 and detailed below. Basically, we posit that an elevation in spontaneous beta activity, coupled with reduced beta suppression, is related to a gross reduction in motor performance. This pattern of physiology and behavior is demonstrated in the youth data of the current study, who had significantly greater spontaneous beta activity compared to young adults, as well as less suppression of beta during movement. These participants also had significantly lower accuracy, longer reaction times, and longer movement durations
compared to the young adults. During early adulthood, a reduction in spontaneous beta power coupled with increased beta suppression during movement (i.e., stronger ERD) is observed, which provides more ideal movement-related beta power levels and results in optimal motor performance, a pattern evidenced in the current study. In older adulthood, there continued to be greater beta suppression (i.e., stronger ERD), but the increase in spontaneous beta power was larger than this increased beta suppression, which resulted in elevated absolute beta power levels during movement in these participants relative to younger adults. This was coupled with in increased movement duration, although accuracy and reaction time did not differ from that of younger adults. While speculative, this hypothesis is supported by the overall pattern of movement-related and spontaneous beta levels within and between each group, as well as the fact that absolute beta power during movement was the only motor-related physiological measure to significantly correlate with movement duration in the current study, controlling for age. However, it is possible that other brain regions outside the motor cortex also mediated this relationship. In particular, youth and older adults may have reduced executive functioning ability compared to young adults (due to, for example, immature executive functioning or aging), and differences in domain-general regions may impact motor-related oscillatory activity downstream. Further investigation is needed to clarify the wholebrain dynamics serving complex motor selection throughout the lifespan.
. Schematic representation of the relationship between spontaneous beta, movement-related beta oscillations, and motor performance. Dynamics of beta activity in the motor cortices (i.e., spontaneous beta, first column; dynamic range, second column; absolute beta during movement, third column) and motor performance (movement duration, fourth column) are shown for youth (top row), young adults (middle row), and older adults (bottom row). Basically, youth exhibit slightly elevated spontaneous beta, coupled with a small dynamic range of beta power during movement, which amounts to an absolute beta level that is higher than that of young adults, but lower than older adults. This results in a movement duration that is significantly higher than young adults (fourth column). Young adults exhibit low spontaneous beta and a moderate dynamic range during movement, which results in the lowest beta power during movement, and subsequent superior movement duration performance compared to youth and older adults. Finally, older adults exhibit significantly higher spontaneous beta, and while they also exhibit the largest dynamic range during movement, it is not proportional to the elevation of spontaneous levels, and results in significantly higher beta power during movement. Thus, older adults exhibit the longest movement duration of the three age groups. We propose that there is a unique combination of both optimal spontaneous beta power and dynamic range during movement which, taken together, results in optimal motor performance.
The quadratic relationship between spontaneous beta activity and age falls in line with at least some structural data, which shows that cortical gray matter most sharply decreases from childhood to adolescence, before asymptoting during early adulthood and then beginning to potentially increase again in late adulthood (Sowell et al., 2003) . However, other studies have shown that gray matter volume continues to decrease as a function of age in the precentral gyri (Pfefferbaum et al., 2013) . Thus, the
trajectory of anatomical changes in these regions remains unclear, and very few structural studies have included participants throughout the lifespan. Previous functional studies of healthy aging (HeinrichsGraham and Wilson, 2016; Rossiter et al., 2014) have suggested that the increase in beta power as a function of age, coupled with stronger beta suppression during movement, is due to increased γ-aminobutryic acid (GABA) transmission. The notion that GABA is important for modulating motor-related oscillatory activity is supported by a wealth of literature (Gaetz et al., 2011; Hall et al., 2011; Jensen et al., 2005; Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2013) , which has generally associated higher GABA levels with increases in spontaneous sensorimotor beta power, as well as elevated motor-related oscillatory activity (Gaetz et al., 2011; Hall et al., 2011; Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2013) . While this may be relevant to the maturation of the brain in later life, there seems to be a different mechanism at play in early development.
Specifically, we found an elevation of spontaneous beta activity in the motor cortices in youth relative to young adults, but this was coupled with a marginal decrease (not increase), in beta ERD levels, which does not agree with prior work in adults Rossiter et al., 2014) . However, the GABA system is still under development during childhood and adolescence (Kilb, 2012) , and this may differentially impact neuronal oscillatory activity. Future studies should directly investigate the distinct roles of GABA and glutamate, as well as other potentially relevant neurotransmitter systems such as dopamine, on motor-related beta dynamics.
In sum, the current study investigated the dynamics of movement-related oscillatory activity, at rest and during movement, throughout the lifespan. We found differential trajectories between absolute and baseline-relative measures of beta power in the primary motor cortices. Spontaneous beta power and beta power during movement showed a quadratic relationship with age, while baseline-relative beta power during movement was linearly related to age. Interestingly, only absolute beta power during movement significantly correlated with movement duration, and a follow-up hierarchical regression (Supplementary Material S2) suggested that spontaneous beta power and baseline-relative beta ERD
power, together, significantly predicted movement duration, beyond the effects of age. Future studies should directly investigate the mechanistic roles of neurotransmitters such as GABA, glutamate, and dopamine on these movement-related dynamics. Further, it is possible that circadian rhythms are perturbed in older adults, and future work should clarify the subsequent impact on neural behavior.
Nonetheless, this study was the first to show distinct trajectories of movement-related beta dynamics throughout the lifespan, and suggests that the absolute level of beta power during movement is crucial to optimal performance, and directly related to spontaneous beta levels in the motor cortices. This complex interplay between different measures of beta activity in the motor cortex holds significant promise in advancing our understanding of cortical oscillations in health and disease, especially in those with movement disorders such as Parkinson's disease and cerebral palsy (Heinrichs-Graham et al., 2014a; Heinrichs-Graham et al., 2017b; Kurz et al., 2014) .
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